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We closed the factory for the entire day and enjoyed a field trip to
the Magnificent West Baden Springs Resort, to celebrate the launch of
a new companion “Suite” series to our highly successful West Baden
Springs Hotel Mattress Series!
Guided tours were given, highlighting the incredible history
displayed throughout this historic landmark. We were treated to a
delightful lunch buffet with scrumptious desserts, and we finished the
day with a drive-by tour of their 18-hole golf course! Beautiful!
Over the past century, this property has been used as a WW1
Hospital, A Jesuit Seminary, A Private College, and an unoccupied,
damaged and decayed building on the National Trust’s list of 11 Most
Endangered Historic Properties in the United States.
Through the philanthropic efforts of the Cook family, the
preservation of this
property, formerly
considered
the
Eighth Wonder of the
World
and
advertised as the
Carlsbad of America,
will provide many
generations with a
chance to enjoy its
beauty and learn of its unique history. I encourage anyone reading
this to visit the lovely West Baden Springs Hotel for yourself!

      

Scott Armstrong (President) and Justin Lemonds (VP of Operations)
represented Bowles Mattress Company in Orlando at the International
Sleep Product Association (ISPA) this year. This gave them an opportunity
to spend 2 days meeting with both current and prospective suppliers.
This was the first ISPA Expo in four years, after Covid-19 canceled the event
in 2020. More than 200 exhibitors from 20 countries filled 150,000 square
feet of exhibit space.
New ideas and latest trends are introduced at ISPA Expos and this year was
no exception. Much buzz was generated over Active Response Foams
being presented to manufacturers. Active Response Foams are a new
foam technology that reacts like latex and memory foam, without having
any of their properties. Active response foam is breathable, extremely
durable, as well as renewable. Bowles has introduced this product in our
Sinclair and Ballard models.
Justin is researching the latest technology on cooling materials that can
be applied at the Bowles Factory to our mattresses. These cooling
applications are high tech, very interesting, and we will be testing these
on some of our mattress models in the upcoming months. Stay tuned for
more details!
Bowles forged relationship agreements with both a new spring supplier
and a new foam supplier. Several fabric suppliers were also met. The good
news is that the blue/silver color tones are still very popular. Suppliers
continue to discuss the success of cooling properties in their fabrics.
Bowles began adopting cooling properties into our fabrics over the last
decade.
Meeting face-to-face with our supply partners has helped us reinforce
those relationships. Overall, it was an insightful ISPA show that allowed
Bowles to catch up on the latest trends in the mattress industry.
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Product Development
The first quarter of 2022 has seen two, highly-successful mattress
series launched!

Our popular Hybrid Series, featuring what is arguably one of the
best spring systems available, has a new companion series in the
Performance 2-sided Hybrid Series. Bowles took a good thing... and
added a second side to it! These mattresses will all work on an
adjustable bed with no modifications needed.

Our West Baden Springs Hotel Series skyrocketed with the addition
of a companion West Baden Springs Hotel “Suite” Series. (A Quadruple
Hybrid Series!) Comprised of two new models, this series can be
found in the 2nd floor suites at the West Baden Springs Hotel.
These signature mattresses, the Sinclair and the Ballard, were
named after Lee Wiley Sinclair and Ed Ballard, both men who made
significant contributions to the West Baden Resort’s success.
Mr. Sinclair formed an investment company with his friend, E.B.
Rhodes and purchased West Baden Springs Hotel and 667 acres of
nearby land for a sum of $23,000 in 1888. Over time, Sinclair gathered
enough money to buy out Rhodes, becoming the sole owner of the
resort. He invested significantly into the facility’s development,
specifically constructing a couple hundred new guestrooms, a
massive bicycle track, and an official bottling plant for the Sprudel
Water. The bicycle track itself featured a baseball diamond in its
center, which became immensely popular with the guests. Word of
the facility soon reached several professional baseball clubs, who
held training sessions at the tract. By the end of the century, several
baseball teams — including the Cincinnati Reds, the Chicago Cubs
and Pittsburgh Pirates.
After Sinclair died in 1916, his daughter Lillian and her husband
Charles Rexford ran the hotel until 1923 when their marriage broke
up and the hotel was sold to Ed Ballard. The Great Depression caused
such a sharp reduction in business that Ballard closed the hotel in
1932 and in 1934 donated it to a Christian religious group. [Fun fact:
The original land for the West Baden was owned by William A. Bowles.
The son of the Bowles Mattress founders and our current CEO is
William (“Billy”) Bowles.] (For more history on the West Baden
Springs Hotel, please click here.)
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